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a b s t r a c t

Semiconductor manufacturing is a highly automated and capital-intensive industrial process. The operating cost of a

wafer processing plant is in general closely related to the design and management of its process flows. Traditionally,

the task of production scheduling is performed manually on the basis of past experiences. There are thus real

incentives to develop a systematic approach to construct a mathematical programming model in order to reduce the

chance of human errors and to ensure operational efficiency in implementing the resulting schedules. To this end,

the Petri nets are adopted in this work to accurately model the semiconductor manufacturing activities. The token

movements in a Petri net are represented with the well-established scheduling model for batch chemical processes,

and the optimal schedule of the given semiconductor process can then be determined accordingly. The feasibility

and effectiveness of this scheduling strategy is demonstrated in the present paper with three examples, i.e., the final

test process, the re-entrant flow process, and the photolithography-etching process.

© 2010 The Institution of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As a result of the highly automated and capital-intensive
nature of modern semiconductor manufacturing facilities, the
design and management of their production processes have
become an important research issue in recent years. Usu-
ally different types of products are processed simultaneously
in a typical campaign. Each product must go through more
than one stage and the operations in every stage can be per-
formed in one out of several available tools. Traditionally, the
production schedules in such an environment are stipulated
manually in an ad hoc fashion on the basis of past experiences.
Owing to the high level of process complexity, this schedul-
ing task is often time-consuming, laborious and error-prone.
To circumvent these drawbacks, there are obvious incentives
to develop a computer-aided approach to facilitate system-
atic generation of optimal schedules for the semiconductor
manufacturing operations.

There have been many scheduling related studies reported
in the literature. A few examples are given below: Uzsoy et
al. (1991) tried to use disjunctive graph to model the final
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test procedure; Johri (1993) and Duenyas et al. (1994) outlined
the major challenges in planning and scheduling semicon-
ductor processes; Chen et al. (1995) constructed an integer
programming model to describe the test process in IC pro-
duction and then solved this model with the Lagrangian
relaxation technique; Lu and Kumar (1991) and Narahari and
Khan (1996) applied FBFS (first-buffer–first-serve) and LBFS
(last-buffer–first-serve) strategies to the re-entrant processes;
Hsieh et al. (2001) explored the feasibility of applying the ordi-
nal optimization-based simulation technique to efficiently
select good scheduling rules for wafer fabrication; Hwang and
Chang (2003) described the design of a two-level hierarchi-
cal production scheduling engine, which could be used to
manage the mass production activities in semiconductor fab-
rication factories; Kumar et al. (2004) analyzed the re-entrant
wafer production schemes on the basis of queuing theory;
Gupta and Sivakumar (2006) presented a brief review of the
scheduling techniques for semiconductor manufacturing pro-
cesses, which include dispatching heuristics, mathematical
programming models, neighborhood search methods, and AI
methodologies; Pfund et al. (2008) modeled the semiconduc-
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tor wafer fabrication process as a complex job shop, and
adopted the Modified Shifting Bottleneck Heuristic (MSBH) to
facilitate the multi-criteria optimization of makespan, cycle
time, and total weighted tardiness using a desirability func-
tion; Sourirajan and Uzsoy (2007) proposed a rolling-horizon
heuristic that decomposes the shop into smaller sub-problems
that can be solved sequentially over time using a work center-
based decomposition heuristic; Chou et al. (2008) studied the
dynamic scheduling problem of semiconductor burn-in opera-
tions; Chen and Wang (2009) proposed a nonlinear scheduling
rule with a fuzzy-neural remaining cycle time estimator to
improve operation performance in a semiconductor manufac-
turing facility.

Due to the extreme complexity of multi-product, multi-
stage and multi-tool processes, it is clear from the above
studies that the wafer production schedule of any given
system cannot be successfully synthesized without an appro-
priate model of its manufacturing activities. Since the Petri
net has long been demonstrated to be suitable for charac-
terizing and analyzing the discrete-event systems (Peterson,
1981; David and Alla, 1994), it was widely adopted for model-
ing and simulating the semiconductor production processes.
Cavalieri et al. (1997) used the colored Petri nets to describe
the semiconductor production sequences and, then, identified
the minimum-cost schedules according to the correspond-
ing reachability trees with a trial-and-error approach; Lin and
Huang (1998) modeled the furnace in an IC fab also with
colored-timed Petri net; Allam and Alla (1998) simulated and
analyzed the assembling and testing processes on the basis of
hybrid Petri nets; Zhou and Jeng (1998) performed a literature
review on Petri-net applications concerning various semicon-
ductor manufacturing systems; Jeng et al. (1998) modeled the
etching area in an IC lot fabrication system with Petri nets,
and also evaluated its performance accordingly; Xiong and
Zhou (1998) built the Petri-net model for semiconductor test
facility and applied heuristic search algorithm to identify test
schedules; Jeng et al. (2000) developed Markovian timed Petri
nets for performance analysis of semiconductor manufactur-
ing systems; Kuo and Huang (2003) constructed colored-timed
Petri-net models to design flexible processing routes for mul-
tiple products in IC fabs; Chiang et al. (2006) and Chien and
Chen (2007) proposed Petri-net based scheduling models and
solved with genetic algorithm (GA).

It can be observed from the aforementioned publications
that, although the Petri nets are quite useful for modeling
and simulating the semiconductor manufacturing activities,
the numerical algorithms needed to identify a proper sched-
ule (e.g., GA) may not be efficient enough. On the other
hand, it should be noted that the scheduling methods used
for batch chemical processes have advanced significantly in
the last two decades. A large number of generalized models
have been developed and applied successfully. For example,
Pagageorgaki and Reklaitis (1990) proposed a MINLP model to
generate the optimal schedules for multi-product batch pro-
cesses; Kondili et al. (1993) solved this problem with a MILP
program; Kim and Moon (2000) synthesized the multi-purpose
schedules with Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV). It is worth not-
ing that the mathematical program reported in Kondili et
al. (1993) was formulated with discrete-time representation
according to a graphic model of the batch process, i.e., the
so-called state-task network (STN). Ierapetritou and Floudas
(1998a,b) later proposed a STN-based MILP model for produc-
ing an optimal batch schedule. An equivalent Resource Task
Network (RTN) representation was proposed by Pantelides

(1994). Zhang and Sargent (1996, 1998) provided a unified
mathematical formulation to determine the optimal operat-
ing conditions of RTN in continuous-time representation. The
STN-based model later became a popular choice for many
scheduling applications due to its capability to capture the
equipment-sharing possibilities. Various other mathematical
programs have also been constructed accordingly, e.g., Shah
et al. (1993) and Maravelias and Grossman (2003). An overview
of the continuous-time versus discrete-time approaches for
scheduling multi-product and/or multi-purpose batch pro-
cesses was presented by Floudas and Lin (2004). Finally, a
STN-based cyclic scheduling strategy has also been proposed
by Wu and Ierapetritou (2004). They essentially modified the
aforementioned short-term model (Ierapetritou and Floudas,
1998a,b) with additional constraints to accommodate the
unique requirements in periodic operations.

From the above discussions, it is obvious that a specific
state-task network must be created before constructing the
schedule-generating models. However, since this representa-
tion is too simple to capture all dynamic features embedded in
semiconductor manufacturing processes, it is often difficult to
build an appropriate STN model and check its correctness in
a systematic and efficient manner. On the other hand, notice
that the Petri net is not only a suitable model of the wafer pro-
duction operations but also a convenient simulation tool. The
latter capability can be quite useful in validating the model
and also verifying the feasibility of any given schedule. There-
fore, it is the intention of this work to develop a Petri-net based
scheduling procedure. The main steps of this procedure can
be summarized as follows:

• Construction of a Petri-net model for characterizing all
manufacturing activities in the given semiconductor pro-
cess,

• formulation of a mathematical programming model for
describing the token movements in Petri net, and

• generation of the optimal production schedules from the
solution of the above-mentioned mathematical program.

2. Petri-net models

A generalized model construction method is described here. It
should be first noted that the Petri nets used in this study are
colorless but timed. The places in a net can be classified into
two general types, i.e., tool states and buffer states, while the
transitions represent operation stages exclusively. The token
number assigned to each place can only assume positive inte-
ger values and the arc weights are all one. Real time delays
can be assigned to the transitions to signify processing times
needed in the corresponding operation stages.

With the aforementioned conventions, a Petri-net model
can be constructed easily according to the given process data.
Two examples are provided below to illustrate this construc-
tion method.

2.1. Example 1

After completing the IC packaging operations, a series of final
tests (FTs) have to be performed on the finished products. A
typical FT process may consist of several different operation
stages. The hardware facilities needed in each stage include:
tester, handler and other auxiliary equipments, and these
facilities can be viewed as the components of a work center.
Xiong and Zhou (1998) have developed the Petri-net models of
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Table 1 – Work centers and their processing times in
Example 1.

Stage Job 1 Job 2 Job 3 Job 4

1 (M1, 2) (M3, 4) (M1, 3) (M2, 3)
2 (M2, 3) (M1, 2) (M3, 5) (M3, 4)
3 (M3, 4) (M2, 2) (M2, 3) (M1, 3)

(1 time unit = 10 min).

final test (FT) jobs. In one of their examples, four distinct jobs
were considered. To complete each job, three different stages
are needed and each must be carried out in a dedicated work
center. The work centers and the corresponding processing
times required for implementing the operation stages in every
job are listed in Table 1. Let us further assume that these work
centers do not share common components and thus they can
be operated independently.

On the basis of Table 1, the corresponding Petri-net model
can be constructed easily according to the proposed conven-
tions (see Fig. 1). In this model, transition tij represents the
operation in stage j of job i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4; j = 1, 2, 3); place Pik

denotes the buffer state k of job i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4; k = 1, 2, 3, 4);
place Ml denotes the state of lth machine or work center (i.e.,
tool state). Finally notice that the processing times are used as
the delay times of the transitions.

2.2. Example 2

In a semiconductor manufacturing plant, the wafers are often
processed in many different stages by following re-entrant
flow patterns, in which the operations in different stages may
be carried out with the same tool. Due to the complexity of re-
entrant flow processes, it is highly desirable to identify the
bottlenecks in a production schedule in advance. Petri-net
model is an ideal vehicle for this purpose. As an example, let us
consider Fig. 2, which is a slightly modified version of the sys-
tem studied by Odrey et al. (2001). Notice that the wafers follow
a re-entrant route among three work centers. Center 1 is used
for performing the operations in four different stages, center
2 is for three stages, and center 3 is for two stages. There are
also buffers between work centers to store the wafers waiting
in queues.

Fig. 1 – Petri-net model of a FT process with 4 jobs, 3 stages
and 3 work centers.

Fig. 2 – An open-loop re-entrant flow process with 3 work
centers.

Fig. 3 – Petri-net model of a re-entrant flow process.

The corresponding Petri net can be found in Fig. 3, where Pi

(i = 1, 2, 3) denotes the state of buffer i, Mj (j = 1, 2, 3) represents
the tool state of center j, tjk (j = 1, 2, 3; k = 1, 2,. . .) is the kth opera-
tion stage performed by work center j, t4 is used to denote the
event of wafer entering system. Notice that the buffer-state
representation in this model suffers an obvious drawback, i.e.,
the states of products stored in the same buffer are indistin-
guishable. For the sake of clarity, the corresponding places,
i.e., P1 − P3, can be artificially classified according to the stages.
The resulting Petri net is given in Fig. 4, in which Pjk(j = 1,2,3;
k = 1, 2,. . .) denotes the artificial buffer state before execut-
ing operation k in work center j. Note that, in the scheduling
model described later, an upper capacity limit may have to be
imposed on all artificial buffer states associated with the same
work center.

Fig. 4 – Petri-net model of a re-entrant flow process with
artificially classified buffer states.
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3. Optimal scheduling strategy

Given a feasible schedule, the Petri-net model can be used as
the basis for simulating the production activities in a semi-
conductor manufacturing plant. Since the best production
schedule cannot always be conveniently identified from such
a graphic model, the token movements in a Petri net are
alternatively described in this study with the constraints of
mathematical programming model. An optimal schedule can
then be generated by solving this model according to any given
objective function.

Ierapetritou and Floudas (1998a,b) introduced a conceptual
term, event point, to denote the instance when a task (and also
the use of corresponding unit) begins or ends. On the basis of
this idea, a binary variable am(t, m, n) ∈{0, 1} is adopted in this
work to reflect the conditions of transition t and the place asso-
ciated with tool m. Specifically, am(t, m, n′) = 1 denotes that,

starting from the event point n′, transition t is enabled by the
state of place m, i.e., one or more token is present in this place.
These conditions are usually maintained for a finite period of
time, which is denoted as delay(t, m), until the enabled transi-
tion t can be fired. On the other hand, am(t, m, n′′) = 0 simply
means that transition t cannot be enabled at event point n′′ by
the state of place m.

The indices, sets, parameters and variables used in the pro-
posed model are defined below:

• Indices
m: the place label associated with a tool;
n: the label of an event point;
p: the place label representing an actual buffer;
s: the place label denoting an artificial buffer;
t: the label of a transition.

• Sets
M: the set of all places representing the states of available
tools;
Mt: a subset of M in which the places are all connected to
transition t;
N: the set of all event points, i.e., {1, 2, . . ., N};
P: the set of all places representing the states of actual
buffers;
S: the set of all places representing the states of artificial
buffers;
Sp: a subset of S in which all places are associated with
actual buffer p ∈ P;
T: the set of all transitions;
Tm: a subset of T in which all transitions are connected to
place m ∈ M;
Tin

s : a subset of T which contains all input transitions of
place s ∈ S;
Tout

s : a subset of T which contains all output transitions of
place s ∈ S.

• Parameters
delay(t, m): the delay time needed to fired transition t ∈ Tm

after it is enabled;
stI(s): the initial token number in place s ∈ S;
stU(p): the maximum token number allowed in place p ∈ P.

• Variables
am(t, m, n): the binary variable used to reflect if transition
t ∈ T is enabled by the state of place m ∈ Mt at event point
n ∈ N;
H: the time horizon of the production campaign;
st(s, n): the token number in place s ∈ S at event point n ∈ N;
TE(t, m, n): the time at event point n ∈ N when transition
t ∈ T can be enabled by the state of place m ∈ Mt;
TF(t, m, n): the time at event point n ∈ N when transition
t ∈ T can be fired by the state of place m ∈ Mt.

3.1. Token movements

The token movements in a Petri net are created by firing tran-
sitions. Since an event point is regarded in this work as the
instance when a transition starts to be enabled, the difference
in token numbers at every place s ∈ S between two consecutive
event points can therefore be expressed as

st(s, n) − st(s, n − 1) =
∑
t ∈ Tin

s

∑
m ∈ Mt

am(t, m, n − 1) −
∑

t′ ∈ Tout
s

∑
m′ ∈ Mt′

am(t′, m′, n)

∀s ∈ S ∀n ∈ N

(1)

where st(s, 0) = stI(s). To improve solution efficiency of the pro-
posed optimization problem, it is necessary to set all unused
binary variables to be zeros, i.e.:

am(t, m, n) = 0

∀t ∈ T ∀m ∈ Mt/M ∀n ∈ N
(2)

Since a transition can only be fired after it has been enabled
for a specified period of delay time, the firing time TF(t, m, n)
should be calculated according to the enabling time TE(t, m, n)
on the same event point, i.e.:

TF(t, m, n) = TE(t, m, n) + delay(t, m)am(t, m, n)

∀t ∈ T ∀m ∈ Mt ∀n ∈ N
(3)

For the same transition t, the enabling time and firing time at
the current event point should be earlier than the correspond-
ing times at the subsequent event point, i.e.:

TE(t, m, n + 1) ≥ TE(t, m, n) (4)

TF(t, m, n + 1) ≥ TF(t, m, n)

∀t ∈ T ∀m ∈ Mt ∀n ∈ N n /= N
(5)

At a particular time instance, if a transition has been enabled
but not fired for an event point, the same transition is not
allowed to be enabled again for the subsequent event point. In
other words, the following constraint should be imposed:

TE(t, m, n + 1) ≥ TF(t, m, n) − H[1 − am(t, m, n)]

∀t ∈ T ∀m ∈ Mt ∀n ∈ N n /= N
(6)

If two or more transitions can be enabled by the same place
m ∈ M, then one of them (i.e., t ∈ Tm) can be enabled at an event
point only after another one is enabled and then fired at the
prior event point, i.e.:

TE(t, m, n + 1) ≥ TF(t′, m, n) − H[1 − am(t′, m, n)]

∀m ∈ M ∀t, t′ ∈ Tm t /= t′t ∀n ∈ N n /= N
(7)
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Since the precedence order of enabling and then firing any
pair of neighboring transitions (say t ∈ Tm , t′ ∈ Tm′ and t /= t′)
is unambiguously specified in the given Petri net, this inherent
feature must be stipulated in the model as

TE(t, m, n + 1) ≥ TF(t′, m′, n) − H[1 − am(t′, m′, n)]

∀m ∈ Mt ∀m′ ∈ Mt′ m /= m′ ∀n ∈ N n /= N
(8)

At event point n + 1, the enabling action of transition t ∈ Tm

should occur after every transition in the same set, i.e., ∀t ′ ∈
Tm, is fired at all prior event points, i.e.:

TE(t, m, n + 1) ≥
∑
n′ ∈ N

n′ ≤ n

∑
t′ ∈ Tm

[TF(t′, m, n′) − TE(t′, m, n′)]

∀m ∈ M ∀t ∈ Tm n ∈ N n /= N

(9)

Obviously, enabling and firing of all transitions must be com-
pleted within the production horizon, i.e.:

TE(t, m, n) ≤ H (10)

TF(t, m, n) ≤ H

∀t ∈ T ∀m ∈ Mt ∀n ∈ N
(11)

3.2. Shared resources

Since more than one transition may be present in set Tm, it
is necessary to make sure that at most one transition can be
enabled by place m at every event point:∑
t ∈ Tm

am(t, m, n) ≤ 1

∀m ∈ M ∀n ∈ N

(12)

Since more than one place may be present in set Mt, it is also
necessary to make sure that only the token in one of them is
removed after firing transition t at any event point:∑
m ∈ Mt

am(t, m, n) ≤ 1

∀t ∈ T ∀n ∈ N

(13)

Finally, the capacity limit of an actual buffer can also be
imposed∑
s ∈ Sp

st(s, n) ≤ st max(p)

p ∈ P n ∈ N

(14)

3.3. Linearization of minimum-horizon model

Several different objective functions can be adopted to pro-
duce the optimal production schedule. One of them is for
achieving the minimum horizon, i.e., min H. Due to Eqs. (6)–(8),
the resulting optimization problem becomes a mixed inte-
ger nonlinear program (MINLP). These nonlinear constraints
can be converted into linear forms by introducing extra real
variables and additional logic constraints. For illustration con-
venience, let us consider Eq. (6) as an example. In this case, the
new variable can be defined as

ham(t, m, n) = Ham(t, m, n) (15)

Fig. 5 – Gantt chart for transitions in Example 1–Scenario 1.

Eq. (6) can then be transformed to

Ts(t, m, n + 1) ≥ Tf (t, m, n) − H + ham(t, m, n) (16)

The value of the new variable ham(t, m, n) can be set with the
following two logic constraints:

0 ≤ ham(t, m, n) ≤ M1am(t, m, n) (17)

0 ≤ H − ham(t, m, n) ≤ M2[1 − am(t, m, n)] (18)

where M1 and M2 are large enough positive numbers.

4. Case studies

Three case studies are presented in the sequel to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed modeling approach. Produc-
tion schedules of the semiconductor manufacturing processes
described previously in Examples 1 and 2 are discussed in
Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. The third is concerned with a
simplified photolithography-etching process. Let us consider
these three cases one-by-one in sequence.

4.1. Case 1

Let us first consider the FT process described in Example 1 and
its Petri-net model in Fig. 1. A minimum-horizon schedule can
be generated for specific workloads. The optimization results
obtained for a simple scenario, i.e., testing 2, 2, 1 and 1 lots of
products in job 1–4, respectively, are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
The Gantt chart for the enabled transitions in Petri net (or the
operation stages in different jobs of the FT process) is given
in Fig. 5. It is assumed in this example that the time unit is
10 min and thus the minimum horizon is 250 min. Notice that,
due to the need to share machines, the operation stages in the
same job may not be executed consecutively. The work sched-
ule of machines can be identified according to Figs. 1 and 5
(see Fig. 6). It can be observed that, since the processing time
of M3 is the longest among the three machines, the main focus
of scheduling arrangements should therefore be placed upon
minimization of its total operation time. The same optimiza-
tion run has also been repeated for a larger scheduling task.
In particular, the workloads of the four test jobs are increased

Fig. 6 – Gantt chart for machines in Example 1–Scenario 1.
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Fig. 7 – Gantt chart for transitions in Example 1–Scenario 2.

Fig. 8 – Gantt chart for machines in Example 1–Scenario 2.

to 12, 12, 8 and 8 lots, respectively in the second scenario. The
minimum horizon in this case is 168 time units (1680 min),
and the corresponding Gantt charts for the transitions and
machines can be found in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.

4.2. Case 2

As mentioned previously, the re-entrant flow pattern is one
of the unique features that can be observed in semiconduc-
tor manufacturing facilities. A typical two-job four-machine
process is considered in this case study (see Fig. 9). The cor-
responding Petri net (Fig. 10) can be obtained by following the
proposed model-building method. Notice that the delay time
of each transition (i.e., the processing time of corresponding
operation stage) is also specified in this model. Let us further

Fig. 9 – A typical re-entrant process with three machines:
(a) job 1; (b) job 2.

assume that the two resulting products are of equivalent qual-
ities and, thus, can be used interchangeably. By fixing the total
inventory of both types of unprocessed wafers to be 13 lots
and solving the scheduling model, the minimum horizon can
be determined to be 1830 min and the corresponding optimal
initial states of buffers s11 and s21 are 5 lots and 8 lots, respec-
tively. The Gantt chart of the enabled transitions can be found
in Fig. 11, while that of the working machines is depicted in
Fig. 12.

The total operation period can obviously be reduced by
adding more machines on-line. For example, let us consider
the scenario when an additional Center 1 is included in the
plant. Notice that an extra place must be inserted in the Petri
net in Fig. 10 to reflect the state of this new tool and, also,
the same set of transitions should be connected to/from both
M1 and this added place. The resulting Gantt charts can also
be generated by solving the corresponding scheduling model
(see Figs. 13 and 14). As expected, the minimum horizon in
this scenario can be shortened to 1780 min.

4.3. Case 3

The typical production environment in a semiconductor plant
resembles an automated assembly line in which many similar
types of products with different specifications are manu-
factured by a step-by-step overall process. Each step is a
complicated physiochemical batch process that can be car-
ried out by a number of tools working in parallel. In the
previous two examples only the efficiency related measures,
e.g., throughput or horizon, are considered for stipulating the
scheduling policy. However, it should be noted that the overall
quality of every type of products is in general considered to be
very sensitive to the combination of tools used in production.
To address the efficiency and quality issues simultaneously,
the constrained optimization problem of how to minimize
campaign horizon but maintain quality standards is studied
in this example.

Let us consider the Petri net given in Fig. 15, which is the
model of a two-step two-job system. Since the system configu-
ration here is quite simple, a description of the model-building
procedure is omitted for the sake of brevity. Notice that the
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Fig. 10 – The Petri-net model of a three-machine two-job re-entrant process.

Fig. 11 – Gantt chart for transitions in Example 2–Scenario 1.

Fig. 12 – Gantt chart for machines in Example 2–Scenario 1.

Fig. 13 – Gantt chart for transitions in Example 2–Scenario 2.
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Fig. 14 – Gantt chart for machines in Example 2–Scenario 2.

Fig. 15 – Petri-net model of a simplified
photolithography-etching process.

first operation step (say photolithography) can be carried out
in one of the two alternative tools, i.e., M1 and M2. The tool
M3 is dedicated to the task of processing the second product
in the subsequent step (say etching), while either M4 or M5
can be used to perform the same operation for both products.
Thus, four possible combinations, i.e., (M1, M4), (M1, M5), (M2,
M4) and (M2, M5), can be utilized to carry out either job, but
two additional selections, i.e., (M1, M3) and (M2, M3), are avail-
able for implementing the second job exclusively. Finally, the
delay times of the first-step transitions are both assumed to
be 0.5 h and those in the second steps are 0.3 h.

Let us next use f
p
u to represent the fraction of products p

which is processed in the uth combination. Thus, the following
constraints should be imposed in the scheduling model:

Up∑
u=1

f
p
u = 1, 0 ≤ f

p
u ≤ 1 (19)

where p = 1, 2, . . ., P. Let us further assume that the mean and
variance of characteristic quality variable of finished products
p produced in combination u (denoted as y

p
u) can be estimated

in advance to be �̃[yp
u] and �̃2[yp

u], respectively. The resulting
mean and variance for final products p generated from all com-
binations, i.e., �̃[yp] and �̃2[yp], can be determined according
to the following equations:

�̃[yp] =
Up∑

u=1

f
p
u �̃[yp

u] (20)

�̃2[yp] =
Up∑

u=1

f
p
u {(�̃[yp

u])
2 + �̃2[yp

u]} −
{

Up∑
u=1

f
p
u �̃[yp

u]

}2

(21)

Table 2 – Estimated means and variances of finished
products in Example 3.

Product u Combination �̃[yp
u] (nm) �̃2[yp

u] (nm)

1

1 M1, M4 −0.12 1.0
2 M1, M5 −0.57 0.9
3 M2, M4 −0.15 0.7
4 M2, M5 −0.08 0.7

2

1 M1, M3 −0.19 1.3
2 M1, M4 0.74 0.8
3 M1, M5 0.71 0.6
4 M2, M3 −0.40 0.6
5 M2, M4 −0.58 0.6
6 M2, M5 −0.21 1.4

A so-called process capability index of products p can be defined
as (Del Castillo, 2002):

Cpk[yp] =
(

USLp − �̃[yp]
3�̃[yp]

,
�̃[yp] − LSLp

3�̃[yp]

)
min

(22)

This index can be regarded as a measure of the capability of
the process to achieve in-control values that lie in the range
between USLp and LSLp. In order to incorporate the implied
logic into the mathematical programming model, the follow-
ing constraints must be introduced

MIx ≥ [(�̃[yp] − LSLp) − (USLp − �̃[yp])]Ix ≥ 0 (23)

MIy ≥ [(USLp − �̃[yp]) − (�̃[yp] − LSLp)]Iy ≥ 0 (24)

Ix + Iy = 1 (25)

Cpk[yp] = Ix
(USLp − �̃[yp])

3�̃[yp]
+ Iy

(�̃[yp] − LSLp)
3�̃[yp]

(26)

where Ix, Iy ∈{0, 1} and M is a large positive real number. Based
on past experience, the processing ability can be considered
as good enough to be on target if

Cpk[yp] > 1.33 (27)

In this example, all upper and lower control limits are chosen
to be 3.2 and −3.2, respectively. As mentioned before, the val-
ues of �̃[yp

u] and �̃2[yp
u] are treated as given parameters, and

these values are listed in Table 2.
By imposing the aforementioned additional constraints,

i.e., Eqs. (19)–(27), in the scheduling model, the minimum

Table 3 – Optimal solution obtained in Example 3 – product quality.

Product 1 (p = 1) Product 2 (p = 2)

�̃[yp] (nm) �̃[yp] (nm) Cpk[yp] �̃[yp] (nm) �̃[yp] (nm) Cpk[yp]

−0.1313 0.7007 1.4598 0.7100 0.6000 1.3833
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Fig. 16 – Gantt chart for transitions in Example 3.

Fig. 17 – Gantt chart for machines in Example 3.

Table 4 – Optimal solution obtained in Example 3 – production sequence.

Product 1 2

Step 1 M1 M1 M2 M2 M1 M1 M1 M2 M2 M2
Step 2 M4 M5 M4 M5 M3 M4 M5 M3 M4 M5
Quantity (lots) 22 8 30
Fraction 0.7333 0.2667 1.0000

horizon can be found to be 15.3 h. The Gantt charts for the
transitions and also the machines (tools) are presented in
Figs. 16 and 17, respectively. Finally, critical features of the
corresponding optimal solution can be found in Tables 3 and 4.

5. Conclusions

A systematic approach is described in this paper to model typ-
ical semiconductor manufacturing activities with Petri nets. A
mathematical program can then be constructed accordingly to
generate the most efficient work schedules. Extra constraints
can also be easily incorporated in this scheduling model to
address other important issues (e.g., quality) in wafer pro-
duction. From the optimization results presented in the case
studies, it can be clearly observed that the proposed modeling
strategy is feasible and effective for various moderately sized
problems.

Nomenclature
am(t,m,n) the binary variable used to reflect if transition t ∈ T

is enabled by the state of place m ∈ Mt at event point
n ∈ N;

delay(t,m) the delay time needed to fired transition t ∈ Tm after
it is enabled;

H the time horizon of the production campaign;
m the place label associated with a tool;
M the set of all places representing the states of avail-

able tools;
Mt a subset of M in which the places are all connected

to transition t;
n the label of an event point;

N the set of all event points, i.e., {1, 2, . . ., N};
p the place label representing an actual buffer;
P the set of all places representing the states of actual

buffers;
s the place label denoting an artificial buffer;
S the set of all places representing the states of artifi-

cial buffers;
Sp a subset of S in which all places are associated with

actual buffer p ∈ P;
st(s,n) the token number in place s ∈ S at event point n ∈ N;
stI(s) the initial token number in place s ∈ S;
stU(p) the maximum token number allowed in place p ∈ P;
t the label of a transition;
T the set of all transitions;
Tm a subset of T in which all transitions are connected

to place m ∈ M;
Tin

s a subset of T which contains all input transitions of
place s ∈ S;

Tout
s a subset of T which contains all output transitions of

place s ∈ S;
TE(t,m,n) the time at event point n ∈ N when transition t ∈ T

can be enabled by the state of place m ∈ Mt;
TF(t,m,n) the time at event point n ∈ N when transition t ∈ T

can be fired by the state of place m ∈ Mt.
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